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A new bill, if passed by the Senate, would make unlocking legal again
– but it would only last until 2015, when an 84-year-old man will be
able to rule on it again. Photograph: Dado Ruvic / Reuters

I had worked in Congress as a staffer for three years,
but I had never just sat in the House gallery – as a
citizen, a citizen with a cellphone – until this
Wednesday. But the campaign I had helped lead – for
citizens to do what they wanted with their cellphones –
was finally coming to fruition. Here were our elected
leaders in a room, voting for us to use technology as
we see fit.
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But it wasn’t always this way – it wasn’t always
democratic – for the state of our unlocked cellphones.
Indeed, you’re still potentially a felon if you unlock a
new device. And it still doesn’t have to be this way.
Just because we’re not afraid of the telecom industry
doesn’t mean your Congressman should be.

A year ago, the Librarian of Congress – James
Billington, an 84-year-old copyright czar of our digital
age – issued a ruling that made it illegal for an
American to unlock his or her smartphone, potentially
with up to five years in prison and $500,000 on the line
(or at least with a civil penalty). Unlocking, for anyone
still stuck with a flip-phone or a bad contract they
haven’t tried to wriggle out of, is what happens when a
consumer alters a phone’s setting to use it with a
different carrier. It’s a pretty simple trick, previously
allowed from 2006-2012 and used by people around
the world to, say, get a better monthly deal on their
iPhones. Except, well, since January 28, 2013, it’s
been against the law in the United States.

It was all typical Washington, where a policy
perspective without lobbyists and special interests is
one that doesn’t exist. There were winners and losers,
but mostly losers among us, and all for one pretty
obvious reason: the Wireless Association (CTIA) had
hired K Street lawyers and telecom “yes” men to
petition Billington into altering the existing protection.
With his ruling, millions of people became potential
criminals for using their own property how they
wanted. Small businesses that offered unlocking
services shut down overnight. The phone resale
market – largely for people who can’t afford iPhones –
began to dry up.

After leaving Congress, of course I continued to
discuss the unlock gridlock with Hill staffers and
members of Congress. And, this being the Hill and
Congress, of course they had no appetite for solving
the problem. Even though everyone seemed to think it
was ridiculous that such a simple thing couldn’t be
fixed, plenty of House aides overtly talked to me about
the power of the mobile phone lobby as being strong
enough to prevent any action on behalf of consumers.
And with AT&T and Verizon as two of the top 10
lobbying companies in DC, we were talking about any
action whatsoever. I decided to strike out on my own
and launch a campaign on this issue, and in the
process I had to confront openly hostile lobbyists at
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coalition meetings accusing me of being against
“contract law” or wanting to “fight the man”.

Now, after 13 months of hard work, unlocking is still
illegal, but we’re finally beginning to see a solution in
sight.

On Wednesday, while I watched in the House gallery,
the phone unlocking legislation (HR 1123) passed the
House of Representatives, 295-114, and it’s already
on its way to the Senate. While this legislation isn’t
perfect, it’s a big step in the right direction: it allows
consumers to unlock their devices without being
criminally or civilly liable. But at the midnight hour,
lobbyists helped add new language to a bill that had
already passed the Judiciary Committee – a poorly
worded caveat intended to block “bulk unlockers”,
which is part of the resale market.

But here’s the rub: the law, if passed by the Senate
and possibly with revisions from the House, only lasts
until 2015, when the Librarian of Congress will be able
to rule on this simple issue all over again. And we’re
here at this ridiculous juncture in the first place …
because the Librarian ruled against unlocking. And he
may very well rule against it once again.

So how can we fix this right now, free from the power
of AT&T, Verizon and all the rest? The Senate could
choose to take up the House legislation, write its own
or improve on the existing bill. Language submitted by
Rep Zoe Lofgren of California could easily fix the “bulk
unlockers” issue – and the Senate should include it if
they take up HR 1123. But in an ideal world – in a
democratic world – Senators would ask themselves a
simple question: Why do we continue to delegate
decisions on banning modern technology to a single
84-year-old man? This is an opportunity for the Senate
to pass a permanent fix to the unlocking conundrum,
one that would provide certainty to businesses and
consumers alike. Such a sweeping law could and
should apply to tablets, too, and allow for jailbreaking
iPhones and iPads while you’re at it. Indeed, a bill like
was already written in the House, and it has
widespread, bipartisan support.

In some form or another, it probably won’t be illegal for
you to switch your carrier with the phone you have for
much longer. Already each phone carrier has agreed
to voluntary principles with the FCC, wherein the
telecoms will allow their consumers to unlock, so long
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as they have fulfilled their contracts. But this whole
mess never would have been solved in the first place
if the American people hadn’t stood up and demanded
action.

Just because the modus operandi of Washington DC
is to try and allow SOPA and PIPA-style legislation, to
allow a ban on basic technology that millions use to go
into effect, well, that doesn’t mean the modus
operandi is irreversible. The self-interest behind the
status quo is powerful, but not unbreakable. As Rep
Lofgren of California said of SOPA/PIPA, “The bill was
inevitable until it became unthinkable”.

We cannot expect technology companies to represent
the voice of innovation in Washington, because they
won’t. It’s up to the rest us to stand up for personal
freedom, for innovation, and to protect the free market
against cronyism. In 2012, a mass movement stopped
SOPA and PIPA. This week, after a 2013 clouded by
one of the stupidest laws in recent memory, common
sense prevailed once more.
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Why the ageist emphasis on the Librarian of Congress being 84 years old?

28 February 2014 4:20pm

HungerArtist Openline

For the same reason I personally wouldn't hire a man to be Minister for
Women and Equalities. While they may be capable of performing the role,
they are likely not suited to it.

28 February 2014 4:30pm
36

Silash Openline

Have you ever watched a 60 or 70 year old person use a computer? It's
absolutely painful. They know nothing about what they're doing. They don't
even know the right terms.

If you're going to be in charge of something, you darn well better know a lot
about the thing you're in charge of.

28 February 2014 8:42pm
16

defusenik Silash

What an ignorant and ageist comment. I know plenty of 60 year olds who

28 February 2014 11:07pm
29

4 PEOPLE, 4 COMMENTS

ijackinthegreen

Terrible. What a horrendous attack on justice and fairness to outlaw unblocking a
cellphone.

Far, far worse than the brutal and merciless exploitation, rape, torture and
enslavement of women and children in DR Congo who mine some of the raw
materials for those same phones - an issue completely overlooked by the producers
who presumably see it as a way of keeping costs down and profits up. And
completely overlooked by the consumers of said products and most of the media
most of the time, and completely overlooked by self-absorbed ex-congress staffers
who see a petty and stupid law as a huge affront to liberty...

Still, good to have someone tackling the important issues.

28 February 2014 4:25pm
8

timecop ijackinthegreen

It's a big world. There is a lot going on. Somehow I think that there are
enough people available to focus on more than a few issues at a time. This
particular issue involves several hundred million people and many billions of
dollars. It seems worthy of the time and efforts of those impacted, while you
work on issues that concern you.

Does that seem fair? It seems fair to me.

28 February 2014 4:40pm
53

GooseusTheGreen timecop

It seems fair, but I think you're wrong. There are not enough people
available to focus on all the issues at one time. So they instead focus on the
issues that will effective the number of votes and money available to them.

What I don't think is fair at all is to put issues of consumer protection and
contract law on the same footing as issues involving human suffering.

Even if we don't look at CAR, Sudan, Syria, North Korea... we can still look
at the suffering in the US/Mexico from the drug war and those suffering in
West Virginia from lack of clean water access.

Lots of people could use the help of our government legislators and

28 February 2014 4:52pm
3
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Lots of people could use the help of our government legislators and
time/energy taken by these legislators to either help/hinder iPhone users
who want to connect to a better service provider is time taken away from
legislators dealing with the prison population and environmental issues.

tdowd18 ijackinthegreen

Ironically, ijackinthegreen's bringing in the human rights abuses required to
make the world's cellphones is EXACTLY why unlocking phones needs to
be allowed.

Phones are reaching a stage where there's less and less reason to replace
them. I was trying to decide last year what phone to get (I'm running Android
Ice Cream Sandwich on my current phone, which is 2 systems out of date
now) and came to the realization that hey, this thing does everything I need
it to. At the moment it's been a few years since there's been a major
improvement in functionality for the average user. So I replaced my battery,
kept using the phone, and didn't contribute again to the market for conflict
minerals.

The major way US telecom companies have exerted power over their
customers is "the upgrade." With the rapid rise of smartphones, with each
generation much better than the previous, that's been a viable business
model. Lock people in a two year contract for the shiny new bauble.

But if we're reaching a stage where the old bauble still works pretty good...
the only thing that's going to force people to buy new phones all the time is
that when they switch contracts to get better rates, the phone can't come
with them. That's increasing the market for these minerals- exactly what we
need to avoid because of the misery that ijackinthegreen is highlighting.

28 February 2014 6:45pm
20
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FoCoCo

It’s a pretty simple trick... used by people around the world to, say, get a
better monthly deal on their iPhones.

People around the world tend NOT to buy locked phones with contracts. This article
misses the crux of the problem: The fact that people in the USA buy locked phones
on contract in the first place.

My last two phones were purchased unlocked and off contract. It's much less
expensive, but most Americans neglect to do basic arithmetic and instead purchase
so-called subsidized phones which cost them more in the long run.

Don't like locked phones? Don't buy them.

28 February 2014 4:45pm
29

SanJoseGrunge FoCoCo

Missing the point. If telecoms want to lock you in, they oughtn't be selling
you the phone, they ought to be leasing it. Creating a situation where it's
illegal to modify your own property in a way that hurts absolutely nobody is
fucking crazy.

28 February 2014 7:46pm
14

tdowd18 SanJoseGrunge

No... FoCoCo is right. There's absolutely no excuse for the average
American to not know this kind of stuff... but most don't pay attention.
Europeans have been getting better telecom deals than us for more than a
decade and anyone who signs a two year contract with a carrier right now is
almost certainly an idiot.

The one really good deal for a locked phone is still the prepaid services
(Virgin, Cricket, Boost, etc.) 35 bucks a month for a Virgin android with
decent access has remained the best deal for the time I've had my phone-
I'm not inclined to leave them for anything at the moment.

I say almost certainly because there are a few people who don't have a
choice. In a lot of places in New England, Verizon is your only option (they're
the old NYNEX so they've got towers where no one else does)

28 February 2014 9:20pm
5
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the old NYNEX so they've got towers where no one else does)

EnglishMike FoCoCo

But it's not much more expensive up-front in comparison to when the phone

01 March 2014 1:45am
4
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Show 2 more replies  Last reply: 01 March 2014 5:17pm

YorkshireCat

it's still illegal to unlock your phone

In the US. Would it be too much to ask that a UK paper makes this clear?

28 February 2014 4:47pm
45

dmil4781 YorkshireCat

Well, anything involving a ruling by the Librarian of Congress is only about
the US. The position holds zero authority or even influence anywhere else in
the world.

28 February 2014 6:35pm
12

tdowd18 YorkshireCat

Don't worry, as long as y'all keep detaining Guardian journalists and
exercising prior restraint on publication I think the Guardian will be a US
paper pretty soon.

28 February 2014 6:50pm
5

Silash YorkshireCat

Very first sentence says "I worked in Congress"

28 February 2014 8:38pm
6
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elvencejo

Crazy. i-stuff needs to be unlocked/ jailbreak performed, otherwise you are contolled
by i-systems.

28 February 2014 4:47pm

elvencejo elvencejo

Converted to android now... Easier to root too.

28 February 2014 4:49pm
2

Westmorlandia elvencejo

Easier to root too.

Oooh-errrr.....

28 February 2014 5:01pm
2

ID31337 elvencejo

You're still "controlled" (whatever that means) you haven't subverted the OS
simply unlocked for different carriers.

28 February 2014 9:01pm
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bobbysixty

Hop on a bus, US citizens. You can buy unlocked phones in Canada.

28 February 2014 5:19pm
5

tdowd18 bobbysixty

You can buy 'em here too. This is the dying gasp of the contract-phone
industry, which more and more people see as a ripoff.

28 February 2014 6:48pm
5

ID31337 bobbysixty

And go through the anal probe coming back across the border? No thanks.

28 February 2014 9:00pm
3

bobbysixty ID31337

The anal probe was great. I went back and forth six times just for it (Jeff, you
big hunk, you were so gentle, yet... so firm).

I'm kidding: nobody gave a fuck.

28 February 2014 9:52pm
9

Snapshackle

Even though everyone seemed to think it was ridiculous that such a simple
thing couldn’t be fixed, plenty of House aides overtly talked to me about
the power of the mobile phone lobby as being strong enough to prevent
any action on behalf of consumers.

In a nutshell the problem with American 'democracy'.

(Don't worry you are not alone, we have imported you version of 'democracy' into the
UK as well.)

28 February 2014 5:25pm
8
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Show 10 more replies  Last reply: 03 March 2014 11:13am

losttheremote

What use, or possible interest, for that matter, is this article to me, sitting here in rain-
swept London?

28 February 2014 5:33pm
9

craig mcwilliams losttheremote

Why does it not surprise me someone from London making that comment.
The whole world does not revolve around London you moron

28 February 2014 6:20pm
22

Jo Vince craig mcwilliams

you are wrong, the world revolves around London... :P

28 February 2014 6:22pm
5

adamc7 craig mcwilliams

We have phones (unlocked too!) in other parts of the uk, unknown to folks

28 February 2014 7:20pm
2
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Glammerocity

Common sense uses pay 'n' go.

28 February 2014 5:53pm
1

Jo Vince

Many mobile retailers do not bother to sell locked phones anymore...

28 February 2014 6:21pm
1
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ExpatMum

Hmmm…. that's interesting. AT&T recently just unlocked my daughter's (out -of-
contract) I Phone so she could use it in Europe.

28 February 2014 6:38pm

Silash ExpatMum

Yeah. That's exactly what Mr. Khanna wrote in his third-to-last paragraph.

28 February 2014 8:37pm
1

ExpatMum Silash

Even stranger to write a lengthy article about something and then mention,
in one sentence at the very end, that "common sense has prevailed". Bit like
"It's not really a problem any more but I'll have a moan anyway."

01 March 2014 6:33pm
1
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bcarey

Do you really think that the Librarian of Congress works in a vaccuum? In a small
room on top of some great big tower?

Believe me, Verizon, AT&T, and the others have their claws into him, too. He will do
as they say, just like our so-called "representatives" in Congress and our executive
branch do.

.

28 February 2014 7:26pm
3

Stewby bcarey

Thats how Stephen King should've ended the Dark Tower, Roland finding
the Librarian of Congress.

28 February 2014 8:08pm
4

Shaukit Sadiq Stewby

No way, it's too scary even for him, and most of his readers would find that
unbelievable!

01 March 2014 12:56am
1

Stuart Bell

This is all about one country in the world: "Land of the free". Yawn.

28 February 2014 8:29pm
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JIsser

1. In your headlines, Guardian, please clarify that this is USA law, not GB or
European law. i.e. it is irrelevant to people in your home country, most of your
readers, particularly some continental countries where such locking must be limited
or is actually illegal.

2. Silash, the silly commentator who says that watching 60 or 70 year olds using a
computer is painful: I am in my early 60s. I am a computer professional. I spend a fair
amount of time helping friends, colleagues, family who are in their thirties, even
twenties and above. I know older informatics experts and amateurs and I find most
point-and-click teens and early twenties painful to watch as they spend the longest,
most insecure and click-and-hope way of doing simple things. One could argue that
the lack of experience of too many, a natural result of their youth, is one of the major
reasons for the frequent and dire technical and financial cock-ups we see now and
lack of understanding of users.

28 February 2014 8:53pm
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R042 JIsser

it is irrelevant to people in your home country

The internet has made nationalism an obsolete irrelevance.

There is no need for national borders. Insisting on the positively Victorian
idea that Britannia rules the waves and English Papers should be for
English People is a gross anachronism.

By all means continue to live in your dinosaur age of not looking beyond
your own borders; I am glad the Internet has allowed me to be exposed to
news from foreign countries.

03 March 2014 9:07am
1

finsicle R042

No, it's a perfectly relevant point that the article should make it clear from
the outset that it's US-centric.

Nobody is objecting to an article covering foreign issues. It's just that the
headline is misleading.

I mean, if there was an article in the NYT talking about how it's legal to
unlock phones, and referring to UK laws, it would be rather strange to simply
run with the headline: "It's legal to unlock your phone".

03 March 2014 10:42am
1

ID31337

But it won’t be for long, thanks to another lesson in how consumer
tech can overcome telecom cronies

But this whole mess never would have been solved in the first place if the
American people hadn’t stood up and demanded action.

Laugh, which one then?

It's a shame the American people don't "stand up and demand" action for something
important.

28 February 2014 8:59pm
1

jkk442

Shame, they act against people!

28 February 2014 9:14pm
1
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SoloLoMejor

A government of the people, by the people, for the people...

28 February 2014 9:23pm

RdOrleone SoloLoMejor

Never existed in reality.
Amend that to read "...of some of the people, by some of the people, for
some of the people..."

28 February 2014 10:44pm
3

mirageseekr

Of course government will side with the lobbyists on this issue. The NSA depends on
those carriers to strip us of our privacy and does not want to spoil the "special"
relationship they have with the carriers. The pathetic part as stated is that this is up
to one 84 year old man, as with much of congress and the supreme court, when it
comes to technology they are simply out of touch. The tech companies want to make
sure they squeeze every penny they can out of the consumers and the congress who
sold us out long ago will be happy to oblige.

28 February 2014 9:35pm
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Show 2 more replies  Last reply: 03 March 2014 10:43am

JimND

It's not illegal here in the UK though, so why is this article in the UK version of
CiF???

28 February 2014 9:52pm
6

BillCA JimND

So that Brits can see how lucky they are!

01 March 2014 1:57am
4

T0nyN JimND

To broaden your knowledge and education.

02 March 2014 7:13pm
3

R042 JimND

English News for English People.

03 March 2014 9:07am

burkai

Corporations and their lobbyists live the new creed of our day:
"Building our business through customer servitude!" and 
"You bought our product...now we own you!"
Lee Burkins author of 'Soldier's Heart: An Inquiry of War'

28 February 2014 11:19pm
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andTheTimeIsNow

It's only illegal in America Land.

In the UK, i can buy an unlocked phone from anywhere. And should it be locked due

28 February 2014 11:55pm
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Show 3 more replies  Last reply: 03 March 2014 10:47am

In the UK, i can buy an unlocked phone from anywhere. And should it be locked due
to my lack of diligence while purchasing said phone. I can go down the road and
have it unlocked...

Americans like to spout "Land of the free" a lot. Well, clearly it's not if you can't even
unlock a device which you rightfully own.

palfreyman andTheTimeIsNow

But but but...

It's only legal in the UK thanks to those tyrannical unelected Eurocrats. We
all need to join UKIP immediately.

Besides, if Uncle Sam wants it how long before "I'm glad you won't see or
hear me/ Fiddle about/ Fiddle about..."?

01 March 2014 2:04am
4

andTheTimeIsNow palfreyman

Ah ha! Touché.

01 March 2014 2:22am

Steven Strain andTheTimeIsNow

slightly off topic

01 March 2014 3:19am
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Floridatigre

This article really fails to communicate every relevant point for example:

1. Unlocking only pertains to the SIM card phones sold by ATT and T-Mobile in the
US.
2. It is reasonable for the companies to recoup the cost of subsidizing contrat phone
sales by charging a high(er) price for phone and data services.
3. It is not reasonable for the companies to charge the higher prices to customers
whose phones are out of contract or are BYOP (bring your own phone) devices.
4. Customer should reasonably be allowed to unlock their phones for bona fide
overseas travel--but not so they can sell stolen contract phones overseas.
5. The resellers who sell cheaper calling than ATT and T-Mobile are actually
themselves buying space on the ATT and T-Mobile networks wholesale and reselling
it to the public.
6. If ATT and T-Mobile offered reasonable priced plans and payment schemes that
the public wanted, demand for unlocking would be minimal.
7. Unlocking is already allowed by ATT if you own the phone outright. You have to
have had an account in good standing with ATT for 90 days and they will give you a
free unlock code on request.

I actually have a Nokia 520 smart phone from ATT that I bought for about $70 cash.
No contract. I pay about $100 per month for unlimited calling plus unlimited texting,
plus 10 gigabytes of 4g Internet access that can also be shared with my laptop and
tablet which are not ATT devices.

There isn't any third party deal that is any better that I know of, so I have not
unlocked the phone yet, but will probably do so soon for overseas travel with the full
agreement of ATT.

01 March 2014 2:02am
1

Steven Strain Floridatigre

http://appleinsider.com/articles/13/12/12/us-carriers-agree-to-standard-set-
of-rules-for-unlocking-phones-tablets

the four major carriers have all come to an agreement with the FCC the
above link provides all the details

01 March 2014 3:04am
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Show 3 more replies  Last reply: 03 March 2014 10:49am

SimionT Floridatigre

Flippin eck lad it should be called "the land of the expensive" at 100 bucks a
month? 
OK I spent substantially more than you on a phone, the Nexus 5 which
converted to dollars cost about 525 in the UK.
But then the monthly cost of a contract for unlimited data, 500 mins and 500
texts in the UK for me is the equivalent of 22 dollars. Putting the UK 25%
cheaper in the first year (would be even more if you opted for a cheaper
device) but then 75% cheaper every year after that for mobile comms.
The great American rip off strikes again

01 March 2014 7:36am
4

Floridatigre SimionT

That sounds like a great deal, and it is true that Internet access is absurdly

01 March 2014 7:09pm
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theome

You guys are robbed blind over there.
My Uk tarrif is &#163;12 a month, unlimited internet, unlimited text, 250mins call
time.

01 March 2014 2:59am
2

daved2424 theome

And we are too over here. In Iceland I got 5GB of data top-up on PAYG valid
for a month for £13. Try getting that here. Incidentally I did that using my
unlocked phone so I could use it abroad.

02 March 2014 10:03am

Dickbird

So much for the notion of economic freedom. Strange how the proponents of laissez
faire economics go running to hide behind the apron of big government when their
interests are threatened.

01 March 2014 4:18am
5
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Becca49

Why is everyone afraid to say the logical thing: Billington was bribed or blackmailed
into doing this!

01 March 2014 6:08am
2

MakeBeerNotWar Becca49

- and he thinks he'll live forever LOL - I guess he can have his casket lined
with his graft- *I* think he's a crook.

01 March 2014 7:16am
1

MakeBeerNotWar Becca49

- if he was being blackmailed, he should have gone to the Inspector
General's Office or, oh, the FBI. Crook.

01 March 2014 7:19am

d1nkd0ng
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Tmobile, please save us with your uncarrier. Please do free unlock if we jump ship.

01 March 2014 6:24am

MakeBeerNotWar

This comment was removed by a moderator because it didn't abide by our
community standards. Replies may also be deleted. For more detail see our FAQs.

01 March 2014 7:14am

offguardian

At first I thought this article was about the Affordable Care Act. I'm disappointed.

01 March 2014 9:33am
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johnbok

Surely, a locked phone means the carrier has subsidised the price, therefore owns a
portion of the phone, the buyer paying back that subsidy over the contract period? So
unlocking, presumably to get a cheaper phone rates elsewhere MUST be illegal! To
me that is just logic! If you want an unlocked phone, just buy one to start with and
then pick whichever carrier you like today.

01 March 2014 10:32am

MyPoorEar johnbok

You're conflating two issues. When you take a contract phone from a phone
provider, you enter into a contract to make (say) 24 monthly payments to
them. If you break that contract you pay an early termination fee, or the
balance of the remaining payments. That contract is what secures the
phone company's revenue. There's no need to make unlocking that phone
illegal, should the user want to use that phone on another network for
whatever reason (e.g. selling it on).

Also, you have a funny notion of subsidy. Taking Verizon for example, the
cheapest deal you can get on an iPhone 5s is $199 upfront plus $55 a
month for 24 months: so $1,519 for a phone that costs $649 SIM-free.
That's not my idea of a subsidy. That's hire-purchase with an eye-watering
APR.

01 March 2014 4:00pm
3

Floridatigre johnbok

Yes, but if you buy the unlocked phone for cash (or on a credit card) and
then have to pay the same monthly rate for service as someone who is
buying an expensive phone on contract, you are still getting ripped off.

Part of the issue here is that if you buy an expensive phone on contract,
your monthly payments do not automatically reduce when the contract is
over (i.e. the phone is payed for), so the user has every incentive to enter
into a further contract for a new phone, which is greatly to the advantage of
the carriers.

There is a general lack of transparency on the part of the vendors who
deliberately bamboozle the retail customer. For example, you might be
under the impression that you are buying a contract iPhone for $199, but
rest assured that your state will collect sales tax over the life of the contract
based on a sales price much higher than $199.

01 March 2014 7:16pm
1

cchange777 johnbok

Jees, can you guys stop this "surely" thing, especially if what comes after is

02 March 2014 8:41am
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shanye

It’s a pretty simple trick, previously allowed from 2006-2012 and used by
people around the world to, say, get a better monthly deal on their
iPhones. Except, well, since January 28, 2013, it’s been against the law in
the United States.

The US makes me laugh out loud. There are millions of libertarians willing to make
merry hell if the government 'gets too big', but they are quite happy to let
corporations run rings around the rights of the individual.

The US is a seriously screwed up place.

01 March 2014 10:56am
9

pyq6 shanye

All that keeps the telecom market somewhat fair in Britain is the EU, which
Cameron will lead you out of imminently. I can't either resist dragging the
economic justice of the London housing market into the discussion. The
"bedroom tax" is nothing short of an attack on basic human rights.

01 March 2014 8:40pm
1

shanye pyq6

I agree with everything you have said above.

01 March 2014 9:35pm

Baobabcat pyq6

The bedroom tax is to do with controlling the fact that some people find it

02 March 2014 12:14am

Gladstone Minzie

in the USA!!!!

01 March 2014 1:32pm
1

Nicholas Wibberley

Keeps your mind off nurturing fascist racists in the Ukraine and assassinating women
and children with drones.

01 March 2014 4:34pm
1

rmstallman

The ban on unlocking portable phones is one case of a broad injustice:
the DMCA's prohibition on breaking digital handcuffs of any kind, and
on distributing software or hardware that can do so. The obsession
with this tiny part of the injustice has distracted people from the
rest. Instead of banning people from breaking digital restrictions
management (DRM), we should ban DRM.

Join our campaign against DRM at DefectiveByDesign.org.

01 March 2014 9:30pm
2

cchange777

Wow.. Should not the issue be what a fucked up "democratic" system is being
applied in your name? Instead you worked so hard to change a law for the better ,
that in the end will be changed back again anyway, by that same fucked up system.

02 March 2014 8:32am
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Related information

Comments for this discussion are now closed.

that in the end will be changed back again anyway, by that same fucked up system.

It's like spending all your energy into finding people to push you and your broken car
to work, on a daily basis, not admitting to yourself that the car is broken (fucked up).

gwpriester

T-Mobile, my carrier abandoned the contract a few years back. And instead of using
a contract to retain customers, T-Mobile employed an old tried and true tactic. They
treat their customers with respect.

Any time I have called T-Mobile support, I have been thanked for being a loyal T-
Mobile customer for over 8 years. OK no big deal. But it's nice to hear.

Most of the time, customer support is right in my state or in the US. And on the rare
occasions when support was off shored, the nice lady who calls me Mr. Gary has
been helpful and easy to understand.

And while I was free to buy an unlocked phone, I chose to purchase my phone from
T-Mobile so I could take advantage of their WiFi calling that goes through the T-
Mobile network.

T-Mobile is gambling that their no-contract, customer friendly support, and
competitive pricing will hold onto their customer base.

It's working for me.

02 March 2014 7:18pm

Rambir Khatkar

What country is this?

03 March 2014 12:40am

2 PEOPLE, 2 COMMENTS

djw300

What's with the blatant ageism in this article? Why does it matter what age the law
maker is? Is the insinuation that old people don't get technology?

03 March 2014 1:43am
2

Ingheanrae djw300

Agree, there's nothing in his actions that suggests that he has a problem
understanding technology; it's more about him being the servant of the
powerful wireless companies.

03 March 2014 7:40am

R042

God, I hate that there's so many foreigners in the paper nowadays.

Why can't we send them home and keep it for English people? Why should I care
about what people in other countries do? They're probably all frog's-leg eating
untrustworthy savages, they can't ever do anything newsworthy.

03 March 2014 9:09am
1
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EU focus on mobile
roaming charges is
'outdated' says EE chief
25 Feb 2014
EE’s Olaf Swantee
thinks EU
regulators should
focus on lead being
opened up in
mobile by Asia and
the US over
Europe. By
Samuel Gibbs

25 Feb 2014
BlackBerry announces
$200 smartphone, but
emphasises security

23 Feb 2014
Mark Zuckerberg goes to
Barcelona to make mobile
friends

20 Feb 2014
FCC commits to enforcing
net neutrality despite
broadband ruling

Orange took £650 from
my account and I want a
refund
15 Feb 2014
Rogue Orange
employee created
false accounts –
but promised
refund has never
arrived
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